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X ∼ F arises from G1 and G2 with pii (F ) = IPF [X ∈ Gi ]
then
F is a mixture of two distributions
F = pi1(F )F1 + pi2(F )F2


















The generalized 2-means clustering method
Aim of clustering : Find estimations C1(F ) and C2(F )
(called clusters) of the two underlying groups.











for a suitable nondecreasing penalty function
Ω : R+ → R+.
Classical penalty functions :
Ω(x) = x2 → 2-means method



















The classification rule is
RF (x) = Cj(F )⇔ Ω(‖x−Tj(F )‖) = min
1≤i≤2
Ω(‖x−Ti (F )‖).
The clusters are half spaces delimited by the hyperplane :
C =
{
x ∈ Rp : A(F )T x + b(F ) = 0
}
with
A(F ) = T1(F )− T2(F )


























Example: Exams results in 1BM (n = 40)




























Example: Exams results in 1BM (n = 40)



























































































































































































































Training sample according to F : estimation of the rule
Test sample according to Fm : evaluation of the rule



















Training sample according to F : estimation of the rule
Test sample according to Fm : evaluation of the rule













































Contaminated mixture : Fε,x = (1− ε)F + ε∆x














































Definition and properties of the IF
Hampel et al (1986) : For any statistical functional T and any
distribution F ,
IF(x ;T,F ) = lim
ε→0





T((1− ε)F + ε∆x)
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(under condition of existence);
EF [IF(X ;T,F )] = 0;
First order Taylor expansion of T at F :
T((1− ε)F + ε∆x) ≈ T(F ) + εIF(x ;T,F )
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Influence function of the error rate (1)
Now, the training sample is distributed as






RFε,x (X ) 6= Cj(Fε,x)|Gj
]
= pi1(Fm)IPFm,1 [X
TA(Fε,x) + b(Fε,x) < 0]
+ pi2(Fm)IPFm,2 [X


















Influence function of the error rate (1)
Now, the training sample is distributed as






RFε,x (X ) 6= Cj(Fε,x)|Gj
]
= pi1(Fm)IPFm,1 [X
TA(Fε,x) + b(Fε,x) < 0]
+ pi2(Fm)IPFm,2 [X
TA(Fε,x) + b(Fε,x) > 0]
Taylor expansion : for ε small enough,
ER(Fε,x ,Fm) ≈ ER(Fm,Fm) + εIF(x ;ER,Fm)
IF(x ;ER,Fm) ≥ 0⇔ ER(Fε,x ,Fm) ≥ ER(Fm,Fm)


















Influence function of the error rate (2)
Decomposition y = (y1, y
T
2 )
T with y1 ∈ R;




and b(Fm) = β;
Hypothesis w.l.o.g., −τ1 = τ2 = (t, 0, . . . , 0)


















Influence function of the error rate (3)
Proposition
Under these hypotheses and with these notations, the IF of the










[pi1fm,1 (0, y2)− pi2fm,2 (0, y2)] dy2
with
IF(x ; b,Fm) = t[IF(x ;T21,Fm) + IF(x ;T11,Fm)]
IF(x ;A2,Fm) = IF(x ;T12,Fm)− IF(x ;T22,Fm)
Expressions for IF(x ;T1,F ) and IF(x ;T2,F ) were computed by




























where ωi (x) = − gradyΩ(‖y‖)
∣∣
y=x−Ti (F )
I(x ∈ Ci (F )) and with
M independent of x .
2-means method ωi (x) = −2(x − Ti (F ))I(x ∈ Ci (F ));
2-medoids method ωi (x) = −
x − Ti (F )
‖x − Ti (F )‖


















Example of a coefficient of the matrix M in 2-D






[(T21(F )−T11(F ))v1+(T12(F )−T22(F ))v2]




































 T21(F )−T11(F ) T12(F )−T22(F )























































Some comments on the IF of the ER
The IF of the ER is bounded as soon as the gradient of the
penalty function is bounded and the first moment of the
model distribution exists;
Outliers have a bigger influence in the smallest group;



















IF(x ;ER , FN) ≡ 0
For some models F , IF(x ;ER,F ) ≡ 0;
It is the case for
(N) FN = 0.5Np(−µ, Ip) + 0.5Np(µ, Ip)
with µ = (µ1, 0, . . . , 0)
T ;
One needs to go one step further in the Taylor expansion;































































Hair-plot in 1-D (Genton and Ruiz-Gazen, 2009)
Let T be an estimator of interest;
Let S = (x1, . . . , xn) be a n-vector of observations;
Define n functions of ξ ∈ R:
S [i , ξ] = S + ξ ei
where ei is the i-th unit vector ∈ R
n;
The hair-plot is the representation of n curves
R → R : ξ 7→ T (S [i , ξ])


















Empirical influence function (EIF)
Let T be an estimator of interest;
Let S = (x1, . . . , xn) be a dataset of size n;
The EIF with replacement is defined by
R → R : ξ 7→




















Diagnostic plot in 1-D (1)
Let T be an estimator of interest;
Let S = (x1, . . . , xn) be a n-vector of observations;
Define n functions of ξ ∈ R:
S [i , ξ] = S + ξ ei
where ei is the i
eth unit vector in Rn;
The diagnostic plot is the representation of n EIF’s
R → R : ξ 7→
T (S [i , ξ])− T (S)
1/n


















Diagnostic plot in 1-D (2)
Our estimator of interest is ER.
To compute ER, information about memberships is necessary:
It is available ⇒ OK



















The 2-medoids method has a bounded IF but its BDP is
null;
It is the same for all generalized 2-means procedures !!!
(García-Escudero and Gordaliza, 1999);
Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matrán (1997) introduced













where Xα ranges on the set of the subsets of {x1, . . . , xn}


















Example: Long jumps in Olympic games
(García-Escudero, and Gordaliza, 1999)
Long jump (in meters)
Men (n=33)
Women (n=25)
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Example: Long jumps in Olympic games with one
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Example: Long jumps in Olympic games with two
outliers
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Adaptation to multiple influential observations
Let S = (x1, . . . , xn) be a dataset of size n;
Define C kn functions of ξ ∈ R:
S [i , . . . , j , ξ] = S + ξ (ei + . . .+ ej)
where el is the l
eth unit vector in Rn;
Our diagnostic plot is the representation of C kn EIF’s
R → R : ξ 7→
ER(S [i , . . . , j , ξ])− ER(S)
1/n


















Example: Long jumps in Olympic games with two
outliers



























































The generalized 2-means procedure can give a more robust
estimator of the error rate with a bounded penalty function;
But it is not robust w.r.t. all kind of contamination ⇒
introduction of the trimmed 2-means method;
The diagnostic plot presented here can be useful to detect
single influential observation or multiple influential



















Adaptation of the diagnostic plot to multivariate cases;
Error rate of the trimmed 2-means procedure : for
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Graph of IF(x ;ER, F )





































Graph of IF(x ;ER, F )
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